Abstract-The develo p ment of General Pur p ose GPUs (GPGPU) p rovides multi p le cores of com p uting p ower and high memory bandwidth that can meet the high p erformance requirements of researchers in diverse areas such as weather forecasting, bioinformatics, and even nuclear simulation.
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INTRODUCTION
With the increasing sizes of datasets, analyzing these huge data requires novel and efficient utilization of limited computing resources. For example, ARPS [1], a weather forecasting system, should handle 20 petabytes data within 20 minutes and the New York Times needs to convert millions of pdf files in just one day. ARPS needs a cluster with thousands of CPU cores and the Times must rent thousands of virtualizing computing resources on Amazon EC2. It's very difficult even impossible for companies, labs or groups with limited financial resources to test and verify their algorithm or system and after verification to run their algorithms on the huge real-world data. Maximum and efficient utilization of limited computing resources is the only feasible solution, in the absence of more resources.
Since GPU has more computing cores [2] and higher memory bandwidth [3] However, most platforms use the same type of GPUs in multiple nodes. Hence the workload is partitioned evenly according to the number of GPUs. If some new and powerful hardware GPUs are available the old ones with less of computing cores and memory size will be discarded or we are not able to get the maximum performance of new GPUs. Furthermore most platforms based on GPUs focus on specific applications or independent task models like MapReduce in which tasks do not need to communicate with each other. Hence, if we want to use those platforms to deal with dependent task models like ARPS in which tasks have to exchange information it becomes very complex and even impossible. In this work we propose an innovative GPU platform that addresses dependent computations. This platform utilizes the heterogeneous GPU power and partitions jobs according to their capabilities. We use the heat equation application to verify the platform as this problem requires communications between different tasks. In this work we have implemented and provide a set of APIs. Researchers can use these APIs to implement their own dependent tasks applications.
II.

DEPENDENT STRUCTURED GRlD TASKS
MODEL
This type of computing model features structured grid [11] and dependence that can include stencil, matrix computations and so on. Stencil computations solve partial differential equations (PDEs) over multi dimensional Cartesian grids, such as weather and seismic wave [12] . Fig. 1 demonstrates the concepts of grid and grid point. Basically, the grid points are marked by the coordinate.
In stencil computations, each grid point is repeatedly updated by only using neighborhood points [12] . However in Gaussian Elimination when it is working on column i, each grid point is influenced by the pivot row which has the maximum absolute value in column i, In other words, the neighbors of the grid point in stencil computations are fixed, surrounding and immediate. In Gaussian Elimination, the neighbors are dynamic and not immediate. From these two types of computation models, the dependent structured grid tasks computation pattern uses neighbors to calculate the value or output of a grid point based on the neighbors it is dependent upon. The grid model we use in this work consists of a 2-dimensional Cartesian or space grid for each time unit. Hence this becomes a 3-dimensional grid with time on one axis and x, y Cartesian coordinates in the other two dimensions (see Fig. 2 ). This model can be extended to n-dimensions. We also use a 2-dimensional model where one dimension is space and the other is time. Each grid's value or output can be computed by the formula below:
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In (1), Vp�:� ) is the value of grid point P in time step n at spatial location x, y. Vp�:� -I) is the value of
In hme step n-. Pne ighb ors I S a set 0 values of grid point P's neighbors in time step n-l . Neighbors are application dependent and can be immediate or distant neighbors. V Pne w represents new 628 information to be added in time step n such as new data from radar in ARPS. f represents a function or formula to compute Vp�:� ) . For example, in heat transfer [9] used (2) is used to compute the value of grid point i, j at time t+ 1.
where the temperature at time t plus one time step (Tt+! Ci,J)) at grid point i, j, is a function of the current temperature distribution about i, j, and the thermal diffusivity in the x and y directions (ax, ay). More details of the heat transfer process in can be found in [9] .
This data process pattern is different from MapReduce model or similar models in which tasks are independent. Currently GPU systems focus on tasks which are independent. Hence existing GPU systems which use the MapReduce model can not be directly utilized in tasks that feature a dependent structured grid model. Additional, the grids of dependent structured grid tasks model are unifonn, the grid size or number of grid points is fixed. Each grid has the same field structure: index, key, value, and neighbors. GrACE [8] (Grid Adaptive Computational Engine) uses CPUs to deal with adaptive mesh refinement computations. In GrACE, the grids with high solution error and requiring additional resolution need to be refIned. Hence the grids in GrACE are not uniform, that is, the grid size may change.
III.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present the system architecture of our proposed heterogeneous GPU computing system (HG), which can utilize GPUs with different capabilities. The system utilizes heterogeneous GPU resources and according to their relative capabilities tasks are assigned. The system hides complexity of GPU programming such as GPU hierarchy memory structure, communication and synchronization .
From the implementation view, we use a computing unit to represent a grid point. The basic computing unit in HG includes 4 fields: index, key, value, and neighbors. Each worker can be assigned a huge number of computing units.
The architecture of HG is shown in Fig. 3 . HG has two roles, master and worker. A worker is one GPU and a master is one of the workers. The system uses MPI as a communication tool that supports scalability very well and each MPI process manages one worker or GPu. HG has three phases, namely, initialization, computation, and fInalization.
Initialization phase. The initialization phase consists of initializing the system and tasks. In the initializing system step, HG analyzes hardware information of worker and partitions tasks. In initializing tasks step, HG reads data from source and constructs the exchange zone. The exchange zone is defined in the next step. In the initializing system step, the master first collects all worker information which includes GPU memory size, the number of GPU processors, and so on. Then the master uses (3) shown below to quantify the capability of each worker. In (3), pcomp. is the computation power of a worker which can be measured by GPU core number or GPU speed. pcomm. presents the network bandwidth of the worker and Pm e mo ry is the size of worker memory. 8 will be given a larger weight. The capability of a worker Cw o rkerlD is defined as in (3).
Partition. Using the information about all hardware resources in the system, the master decides the proportion of workload to be assigned to each worker by using (4) .
The master reads the input workload size information such as the job dimension. If no workload size information is provided the system treats it as one dimension and the total workload size is the lines of input files. The master uses a partition module which is controllable by the user or the system to provide a proportion partition algorithm as default to split the input workload into pieces and assigns them to different workers. The proportion partition algorithm is a basic simple partitioning algorithm in this work. First, the master assigns an UID (unique ID) to each computing unit. Then the master can assign to each worker's its number of computing units on a proportional basis by multiplying the total workload with the WorkSetlD for the worker.
After receiving computing units a worker uses the initialization module to initialize each computing unit. The initialization module is an API that the programmer uses to initialize the computing unit's key, value and neighbors. Since computing units may need to communicate with their neighbors, local computing units should be extended to include their remote neighbors. We define a remote neighbor to be one which is not in the same worker. We call these neighbors as the exchange zone. The worker uses neighborhood information of each computing unit to create the exchange zone. Finally, the worker copies these data and information to GPU memory. Following the initialization phase, the computation phase has three steps: updating exchange zone, GPU computing, and checking termination condition. At the first step, each worker will send keys and values of the exchange zone to other workers. Then according to the kernel computing module (part of the API) provided by the programmer, workers compute units' values in parallel. After each iteration, the system should check the iteration number whether it has converged to the termination condition. If so, the system merges all workers data, stores the output and releases all resources, which is the fmalization phase.
For example, in Fig. 3 the HG system has one logic master and three workers. The capability of worker 3 at bottom of Fig.3 outperforms the others by 100%. Worker 1 and worker 2 have the same capability. Hence, when the workload size is 32 units as shown in Fig.3 , HG will assign 16 units to worker 3 and 8 units to each of the other two workers. The different partition algorithms produce different results which can affect HG performance significantly. Using APIs provided by HG the programmer can implement the specific partition algorithm depending on applications. After receiving tasks each worker extends local units to cover their neighbors which are colored as darker grid points or computing units (the exchange zone) in Fig.3 . Hence worker 1 and 3 each has 8 exchange units and worker 2 has 16 exchange units. As can be seen in Fig.3 , the exchange zone for worker 2 is computing units from workers 1 and 3 (and similarly for workers 1 and 3). On completing the initialization phase HG enters the computation phase. When it meets the termination condition HG will merge all outputs and release all resources.
IV.
EVALUATION
Using the heat equation application, we evaluate HG compared with single GPU and CPU-based counterparts.
A. Experimental setup
Our test bed consists of two computing nodes. In each node, the CPU is Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz and 4 cores with 6GB memory. Additionally, in each node we have one Tesla C2050 GPU card and one Quadro FX580 GPU card. The memory of Tesla C2050 is 2687MB with 384 bits memory bus width, and FX580 is 512MB with 128 bits memory bus width. Their SIMD multi processors are 14 and 4, with 1.15GHz and 1.12GHz GPU clock speed, respectively. Obviously, C2050 is much more powerful than FX580. So we use the four GPU cards to make a heterogeneous distributed system. We use the (3) to quantify the capability of the GPU. We set different values of a, � and 0 to fmd the values that maximize the performance of the system. To test our system effectively and efficiently, we use the heat equation application both in ID and 2D with different workload sizes. For each experiment we record the time of each phase of HG, such as initializing and partitioning, data exchanging, computing. We also compare the total execution time with the mpi program [9] running on the CPU.
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B. Results
In our experiments we set the time steps to 1,000. For the heat equation experiment we change the number of computing units from 100 thousand to 3 million. Since the computational complexity of heat equation application is O(n), we set a to 0 which is the computation factor in the (3). For the ID heat equation, the exchange zone between workers is minimal. So in this experiment we set � to 0 which is the communication factor in (3). However for 2D heat equation the exchange zone increases and so we change � to 1.
Single and multiple GPUs. In this experiment, we compare a single C2050, two C2050s, and a heterogeneous GPUs system which includes two C2050 and two FX580. For simulating computing intensive applications we add two loops enclosing update method in the heat equation application. Hence the computing complexity of the specific heat equation application now changes up to O(n3). In Fig. 4 , the x-axis denotes workload size and the y-axis captures time consumed by second. Compo represents computing time, Comm. is communication time and init. is initializing time. In the x-axis, 6M-l means the workload size is six million computing units running on a single GPU and 10M-4 means the workload size is ten million computing units running on four GPUs. From Fig. 4 , the multiple GPUs system provides much better turnaround time than a single GPu. The single and multiple GPUs spend most time in initializing the workload. Furthermore, multiple GPUs spend a lower proportion of their time on computation and communication. So if the initialization time is not taken into account, the Multiple GPUs provide better performance in the Computation phases. The computation time of I-GPU system is twice the 2-GPUs system's because the workload size of each GPU in I-GPU system is twice the workload size of each GPU in 2-GPUs system. The communication time of multiple GPUs system is same because in this ID application the exchange zone of each work is a single computing unit. Additionally, it is impossible for a GPU with limited resources to process huge data. For example we can not run 10 million computing units in just one FX580 in our experiment. In short, if the workload size is small we should use small number of GPUs system to reduce its communication time. When the workload is huge we should increase the GPUs number to make it possible to store all input data and reduce its computation time, especially for computing intensive applications. :-:: In Fig. 5 , when the workload size is under 300 thousand Cmpi outperforms HG because HG system takes plenty of time for initializing and communicating. With increasing work set size the performance of Cmpi starts decreasing and Cmpi takes plenty of time for computing. When the workload size is larger than 1.5 million Cmpi can not run. This is because Cmpi uses a 3 dimensional array in the main function. The system can not allocate enough memory in stack for such requirement. However even at these high loads, HG can run smoothly because HG uses dynamic memory allocation. The attractive point of HG is that it spends a very small amount time in the computation phase. For example, when the workload is 1 million HG spends just 1.172s for computing compared to 7.376s in Cmpi. For this reason, HG is able to deal with more complicated and larger computing applications.
V.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a novel approach for processing dependent tasks on heterogeneous GPU systems based on neighborhood grid points. The experimental results show that the time consuming parts in HG are initialization and communication. Because this is a prototype system, the source code is not optimized and efficient. For example, the fields of computing units are stored in a flat memory space. In addition, the basic average partition algorithm which does not minimize the exchange zone causes a large amount of time for communication. We are currently working on finding other structures or methods to optimize the source code of HG and advanced partition algorithms to reduce the exchange zone.
Some applications require that neighbors of computing units are able to change. For example, in Gaussian elimination if we set one row as a computing unit in i'h iteration the row which has the largest absolute value in i,h column will be selected as pivot row. Hence in this iteration other rows or computing units change their neighbor to the pivot row. We plan to add a dynamic component to the HG system. Our goal is to easily add, remove, or replace the neighbors of computing units while HG is running. This may lower the performance of the system. However we think it is worth supporting more complex computing applications and it is feasible since CUDA capability version 2.0 already supports dynamic memory in GPU.
